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 I. Introduction heating (or cooling) of the ascending air 
   There are two methods by which the relative to the descending air. However,when 
vertical stability or instability conditions of a part of air ascends (or descends) the other 
the atmosphere are determined, i.e. parcel part will inevitably descends (or ascends) if 
method and slice method. The atmosphere the horizontal motion does not maintain et 
is in a stable state of equilibrium if a parcel inflow or outflow as was assumed by them. 
of air which is moved a small distance upward Therefore it is not reasonable to distinguish 
or downward and then brought to rest has a the descending air from the ascending one and 
tendency to return to its  original level. If treat he former as the environment. 
such a parcel has a tendency to move farther In the dynamical treatment byS.  SHYONO, 
away from the original level, the air is in an which yielded the same results as those of J. 
unstable state of equilibrium. The parcel BJERKNES and S. PETTERSSEN, he assumed 
method is based on the assumption that an hydrostatic condition for the descending air, 
isolated parcel of air can move through an                                          whereas fortheascending airvertical ccelera- 
undisturbed nvironment, thus the stability tion has been taken into consideration. 
criteria re determined only by the  initial The present author discussed the problem 
distribution f temperature. by using the dynamical method and obtained a 
   Slice method was first discussed by  J. new result for the  slice method. 
 BJERKNES(') and then extended byS. PETTER-  II. Discussion f  BJERKNES PETTERSSEN 
SSEN  (2). A few years ago S.  SHYONO  (3)put Slice Method 
foward auniqued theory of parcel and slice 
method. The slice method by them took intoIf the air were originally at rest and an 
consideration notonly the initial distribution                                        impulse affectingthemassMI to ascend is                                              a 
of temperature but also the change of theapplied, then the surrounding air  M2 will                                           descend, where MI.and M2 denote he mass of 
environment of the ascending air and the 
nature of the perturbation that started theunit thickness ofthe respective air. The heat 
motion.gained per second within the slice is expressed 
   In studying the problem J. BJERKNES andby 
       t at) 
 a T2 S. PETFERSSEN considered that the xcess ofaQp71,4_ ivi2_cpcivii±wa67'1 
heating (or cooling) of the ascending air 
relative to the environment was themeasure Cp1v. 1n(a Ti_ \                       at at (1) for the solenoid-producing energy. In this 
case they treated the descending air as the where  T1 and  7'2 are the temperature of the 
environment, and estimated the excess of ascending and the descending air respectively,
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and  Cp is the specific heat of air at constant In the second case, however, the available 
pressure.(an_aT,                                       energy should be given byc pm2  Ot at  P 
   The first term on the right-hand side of 
(1) represents a uniform heating (or cooling)because the excess of heating of the descending 
of the entire slice at the rate an/at  equal toair leads the air to retard in the direction of 
the heating (or cooling) of the descending air.                                        the impulse. It is clear that these two expre- 
                                        ssions have not a same value except when The lasttermrepresentst excessh ati g 
(or cooling) of the ascending air relative toM1= M2. In other words, the solenoid-pro- 
the environment, and only this term contributes ducing energy cannot be expressed by the last 
to the solenoid-producing energy. BJERKNES- term of (1). As stated above, BJERKNES-
PETTERSSEN slice method starts from the PETTERSSEN slice method is based on (1), 
above consideration. However, if one part of therefore the results obtained by them whould 
air ascends without any net inflow or outflow not be considered to be correct. 
due to the horizontal motion, then the other III . Dynamical Treatment of Slice Method 
part of the air will descend. Similarly, if one 
partof the air descends, ascension of the otherInstead of the thermodynamical treatment 
                                      of the problem as was done by J.  BJERKNES part will  occur at the sametime. In other 
words the descension of the air as well as the                                       and S. PETTERSSEN, the author studied it dy-
                                        namically. 
ascension is nothing but a part of one phe- 
nomenon or convection, therefore we cannotSimilarly as S. PETTERSSEN we shall make 
decide which of the ascending or the de-                                         the following assumptions. 
scending air to be the environment.                                          (1) The horizontal motion does not at any 
                                       level maintain any net inflow to, or outflow    N
ow we shall consider the case in which 
an impulse affecting the mass M2 to descendfrom, the region under consideration. 
is applied and the massM1of the environ-                                         (2) At the initial moment the conditions 
ment ascends. In this case the heat gainedare barotropic. 
in the entire slice will be expressed by(3) The temperature changes adiabatically. 
                                         In addition to (1), we shall assume that
aQ C
p(at"-T2_aTi                                    (2) the motion of the air occurs only vertically. at 
                                       This will not be inconsistent with the assump-
The first term of the  right-hand side expresses tions made by J. BJERKNES and S. PETTERSSEN, 
a uniform heating (or cooling) of the entire as they have not taken the horizontal motion 
slice at the rate equal to the heating (or cooling) into consideration. In these circumstances, 
of the environment  (now the ascending air) the pressure of the ascending air will at any 
and the  last term expresses the excess of level be equal to that of the descending air. 
heating (or cooling) of the descending air Let us consider that the mass  Mt which 
relative to the environment. The character was originally  (t  =  0) at rest at a small distance 
of the convction which was established by  dz, below the standard level z ascends to 
applying an impulse affecting M1 to ascend  is z-Ievel in a short time interval  4i and that the 
 quite same as that established by applying an mass  M2 at a distance  4; above the z-level 
 impulse affecting M2 to descend. Therefore, descends to the z-level in the same time 
 if the solenoid-producing energy of the  con-  interval. The pressure, density and tern-
 vection were expressed by the last term of the perature of the air at the time when it was 
 right-hand side of  (1), it would be also at rest and when it arrived at z-level are 
 expressed by  1  he corresponding term of  (2),  show  n in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) respective ly.
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                                     F2- M2( dw)--M2'`'                                                     M dp       120.1gaTosdit–L?9P12dz 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          • 
    nom 
                                        At the standard level, therefore, we have 
 621  
, F1  --=  -  F2. 
   z Combining the above three equations we get 
                                       "IP-- -  (Mi-i-M2)9,(1+ M2), and 
 Az,clzI-11 P12 
 F1=  -  F2=  MM2  P12  —  011  
 to,  FO/ Tel pi2Mi+pi1M2  g 
                                                                        Pit                                                                                   1 — ,--    Fig. 1 (a) Pressure, Density and Temperaturevi.2                                              z----- Mi M2aff ,,if,Affg(7) 
   at the Initial Momen', i=0.iyik-r-vii/vi2•Ivz2. 
                                          Above results show that the force acting  t  
 —1  *  4,  77, I *  li.  T.  -----  z on the ascending air is at the standard level 
 4 equal in magnitude and opposite in direction 
    Fig.  I (b) Pressure, Density and Temperature to that on the descending air, which cone-
   at  i  =  At. sponds to the "Principle of Action and Reaction 
   When the upward and downward velocitiesof Force" in dynamics.  Also from the above 
of the air are denoted by w1 and w2 (<0)result it will be clear that the ascending and 
respectively, then the equations of the respec-                                         descending air should be treated equally, 
tive air are expressed by                                          In the paper by S. SHYliN0 cited afore .he 
                                       used the equation (3) for the ascending air,     d
u,'1dp1  
        di = gPidz' (3) while for the descending air the acceleration 
                                       term was droppedfrom the equation(4). This  and 
dw2  ___ 1 dp2   d
i '9  - P2 dz                                    (4) corresponds to the treatment by J. BJERKNES 
                -
• 
                                        and S. PETTERSSEN, thus it need not be 
From the assumption mentioned above we surprised that they have reached to the same 
have at z-level conclusion . 
 dpi _dp. _  dp Now, criteria of stability and instability of 
 dz---dzdz                 and MI w1= -  M2w2 
'
                                     the air will be given by 
      „,.4z1„, z1z2(1) F1<0or F2>0stable quilibrium  or Avii.—,ii--ivi2 zo--, (5)                                         (2)  F1-0 or  F2  — 0 indifferent equilibrium 
which is  reduced'  to (3) F1>0 or F2<0 unstable quilibrium. 
       M1  dzi  - M2 422.  (6) As the densities  Pii and P12 involved in (7) 
Thus the left-hand sides of (3) and (4) are are those at t------  zit, it is necessary to express 
expressed by them by quantities at the initial moment. 
 ,dw„, zlzizlz,M2dw2 From the assumption (3) the temperature 2'11iiii-jvl'etzit='''1,2 di  et--'27-it-* 
                                        change is adiabatic, but for the convenience of 
The force F1 realized in the ascending air by calculation it was assumed, as polytropic. Wet 
the displacement  dz1  is given by adiabatic change is not perfectly polytropic, the 
       /dwiNM1 dp departure from which is, however, negligible F1=MikClikA4= - 311g P„ d•                        zin our case. 
Similarly, the force  F, realized in the descen- (1) Non-saturated air and saturated air 
ding air is First, we shall consider the case in which both
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the ascending and the descending air are non-M ü  Fl  - „...,.:‘,Cr-7're)4.121 (11) 
saturated or saturated.i00 
   In the case of the dry adiabatic changefor  non  saturated air, 
the rank  k of the  polytropic change is  related and                                         F
1 =1g,  (7  —I  ,)4Z1  (11)' 
with the dry adiabatic lapse rete rd by the A 00 
expression for saturated air. 
 k-1 gr e,  (8)Criteria of stability and instability of the air                                    --- -    k Rare then given by 
where R is the gas constant of dry air. (A) Non-saturated air 
Similarly, when the air is saturated the relation r <  rd stable,  T  =  Tel indifferent, r  >rd unstable. 
between k and the wet adiabatic  lapse rate  r  ,, (B) Saturated air 
is given by  r<  ri, stable, r  =r„, indifferent,  r >r,„  unstable. 
     k-1 9 = r(8), The above results show that the criteria and      k     ---R".'
the available energy are quite same as those 
From the assumption of polytropic change we obtained by parcel method. 
have (2) Saturated ascent through a  dry-adia-
  P01/0.;`1 — PiPh and  P02/42  —  P/q2  (9) batically descending air 
                                         In this case the rank of the polytropic 
for the ascending and the descending air change for the ascending air is different from 
respectively. Eliminating p from the above that of the descending  one. Denoting them 
equations we have by  k
i and  k2 respectively, we have    1 1 
 Pi/=(Po2V: P01 =(po2 \T"'   T,2                           kl—  19 k2-  1   pi.\poi/P02\poi)TOi'le i R = r„.,and  k2 R                                                                                        ----- rd. 
The right-hand side of the equation can be                                        Two relations corresponding to (9) are then 
expanded with respect to z, which leads to given by 
       i 
                                           iy,,,/pg=wogandpo2lPtc22.-----PIPI: 02) ( P02 IT-1T02,,_.,f/ _(1___                  1)-9--(zIzi + 4 2)} 
 Pal1Tatt\,kRToorespectively. Now, elimination of p from the 
         X{1  r  (dzi+  4z.)} above two equations d eot give the expre. 
 TM ssion of P11/12 ,12 by the quantities at the initial 
    1Az14-422ri1                                         moment. Therefore we shall consider the              Il_itg_i_         T
oo\k) Rf' continuity conditions for the ascending and the 
where  T is the lapse rate of the air temperaturedescending air. They are given by 
at the initial moment. The final expression P,atm_Owl                                            —
6f ±  Wi---4- PiOZ= 0 of  pi1/P22 is then given by 
                      andaP2 002ow  
 P111T - T if  (A
zi-+Az2)  (10) at+ 1172                                                  8z+ p22 = 0 (13)az0
12TOO 
    for non-saturated air, respectively. Neglecting the small quantities 
andon  
=  1r — r9(13) willbe written as 
                ,  
                     (ez,-F 4z2)  (10),   P12  Ton  aoi a Ono awl  + w
, + ot.--=0   f
or saturated  air. 5tazaz 
Putting these expressions into (7) and neglec-and8  P2  aPoo  a  W2                                           , ± W2 ±  Poo=---- 0. (13)1   ofaz04 
ting the small quantities we get
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Multiplying  Mi and  ./IL by both sides of the respective equation and adding them we have at 
z-level, 
       aPl MlM2q +(Mom+ M2w2) + Poo(Mi  + M2 24'2 
  atatazaz8z 
    ,  M2-rAff8Mi.8 M2 )n        .W.11ArA2002 a+ Pooaz^_Ar.i.ithM2W2)Pou(wi+ W2I   t az Oz 
If we assume that  Mil  M2 is independent of z as J. BJERKNES has assumed, then we have 
             Mla  M2 8Mi.                       — M2  — 0, which leads to        a
z  z 
          Mi aM21Mi
              W1 az w2 azMi0 az (Mavi+M2w2)  = 0. 
Thus we have 51h ap2         -F M2 —  0. (14)  at at 
         a As —aPandp„.express the change of the density at the standard level they are also   a
tat 
       8 Pi PIA  —Poo—  Pou expressed by= atandoat);—012Atrespectively, from which the following             ~at
expression connecting  Pll with  P12 is obtained. 
 MI(Pli—Pco)  +  M2  (P12  POO) = 0. (15) 
Now, from (12) we have 
                    Pii  Pook1Pm  \1414_Oil— P00Pu Nik1/4_ b.— Poo11PPfil(1))0110POII POI )`hi,"1  (Poo  /  •  'dit°/• 001POO )' 
and also                     /Poo\ 
              PPo2\,po)A 2k2 'KJ ).
                                                OU 
Eliminating  p from the above two equations and using  (15) we have 
                    1—A2( pu\ki(Pao\A.2 
 P12—  POO poi\sPoo)PO2I  
 POOk2  +PII2PII1 I1(  POO )k2 ki  M2  
               P01 P00 Poo MI 
in which the second term of the numerator of the right-hand side is expressed by 
 PO2  (  p01 ( POO Y.1 = po2  (   poi Tooppoo To2p . 8                                           „+liz2)}(1+ kl`.9   pa\ Poo  /P02/papoo Tot/po2 Too/'ooRToozi) 
       si\s, (1— kir zt(1+ k29,42'2)(1_kgz/z,,r,f) jztk2(r _7.4)4z2. 
      TooR TooT1,0Too  Too 
Therefore we have 
           P112—Poo -7k(T —Tw)Lizi  + k2(r—Td)z1z2  
 Poo                        TOO (k2  kl  )Mi  
On the other hand, from (15) we get 
 Pu  Poo+  (Pit  —  Poo)  ±  (P11  — NO)  (PI2  f?(10) 1  012  —  Poo (14_,  M2 ).  (  16 ) 
 Pi  Poo+  (P12  —NOPoo  Pou
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Combining the above two equations we have the  final expression of  1111/012, 
 1  1-  P
ii 1                     ki(r — +  k2(7-7d)4z2}. (17) 
             71  Pi2 )0(k2+1141W2 
The force realized in the ascending air is then given by 
                 1P11 
         - 
  F1 = MiM2gPI2Migziz         1 ko                          ,(rr,) +  :.(18)                                01.1        Mi+III) i± k2    P
12  ki M2 
If we put ki or  T  T,,, in the above expression, then we can obtain the results for the 
non-saturated and the saturated air, which were given by (10) and (11) respectively. 
Putting rd -- --= a and  7-  r 
(18) may be written as  Ft  -  114i'gjz 1 (t3__ a k2   (18)f  T
on 1+ 122  \ k1 111 J 
 kl M2 
Thus the air is stable, indifferent or unstable state of equilibrium according to whether 
 k2  M1  M1M2                                                       (19) 
 jj  a  ki  Ii12' or/  k2-a• 
IV. Comparison with Parcel Method and BJERKNES-PETTERSSEN Slice Method 
   To compare the results obtained above with those by parcel method and BJERKNES-
PETTERSSEN slice method, the force realized in the ascending air was tabulated below. 
                      (a) Parcel method(b)  Slice method by (c) Slicemethod by                             BJERKNES etc.  OGIWARA 
  (1) Non-saturated ai   F1  =MigAztF—3119A21)(1F1= Milg,AZ1  (Y- Yd)Tuo"-fd"Too't 'dM2 
 (2) Saturated air_\•=2IfigAzi,_,/,_  Migazi_  '7 7             Too"' To'7/TMno" 
 (3) Saturated  ksrated asc nt,S —a-                                           migAzi (j3--a311)F-gAziL 
 dry-adiabatic descent  TOOM2 TOO  1  +  k2 
                                                                          M2
 It is clear from the table that when both Mi /  M2------ 
 the ascendingand the descending currents are ki /- a from our method. As is 
non-saturated or saturated the criteria of sta- obvious from the definition of  ki and k2,  kVkf is 
bility and instability deduced on the assumption greater than unity, therefore it is concluded 
of an undisturbed environment (the parcel from both slice  me:lods that the air is stable 
method) hold also for both  slice methods.                                        or unstable according to whether  /3 <  a  —
M2    I
n the case of (3), i.e. saturated ascent                                  k..';  M1  k2 llrli Mi  
through a dry-adiabatically descending air, the or 3 < a  ki•When  a  ki >8  >a  AL, 
air is stable for  7  Tv and unstable for  r  rd. it is stable according to our method and is 
When  r <  r  <  r,l the air is stable, indifferent, unstable according to  BJERKNES-PETTERSSEN 
or unstable according to whether  MI/M2  i3/a slice method. As the numerical value of 
from  BJERKNES-PETTERSSEN slice method and depends on the pressure and the temperature
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of the air, the numerical value of  k2/ki varies impulses. Furtheremore it is clear from the 
also according to the conditions of the air. table above that BJERKNES-PETTERSSEN slice 
For instance when method overestimates the available energy 
 rn,  0.5°/100  m and 0.79100 m,k2                                         bothwhenI< a1 -(stable) and›-ct Mi  
 ki1.16 and 1.25, thus  k2/ki  =1.20 and 1.12M2 ki M2 
respectively.(unstable). 
   Next we shall examine the available V. Conclusions and Acknowledgment 
energy or the force realized in the ascending The author discussed the slice method and 
air by the  displacement. In the case of (1)                                          obtained some new results. The reductions 
and (2) our results agree with that obtained of the results
, however, are based on the b
y the parcel method, whereas the slice assumptions which are not strictly fulfilled in 
method by BJERKNES gives an available nergy the atmosphere. Especially the assumption 
which is (1+ M„;) times a large as that was which is expressed by (14) seems rather 
                      2 obtained by the parcel method and also ourartificial. 
slice method.These difficulties will be overcome by the 
   In the case of (3) we had an availablehydrodynamical treatment of the problem 
energy which was not numerically equal to                                         taking into consideration the horizontal distri- 
that obtained by BJERKNES etc. When thebution of the temperature and the velocity of 
air is conditionally unstable (rti,r rd),the convective currents. 
however, the air is selectively unstable also inIn conclusion the present author expresses 
our case and there is also a tendency for thehis cordial thanks to Mr. T.  OHTAKE of the 
impulse that causes the ratio  Mi/M2 to be aGeophysical Institute of the Tahoku University 
minimum to gain over other neighboringfor preparing the manuscript. 
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